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Abstract:   Our vision is as yet unsurpassed by machines because of the sophisticated representations of objects in
our brains. This representation is vastly different from a pixel-based representation used in machine storages. It is
this sophisticated representation that enables us to perceive two faces as very different, i.e, they are far apart in the
“perceptual space”, even though they are close to each other in their pixel-based representations. Neuroscientists
have proposed distances between responses of neurons to the images (as measured in macaque monkeys) as a
quantification of the “perceptual distance” between the images. Let us call these neuronal dissimilarity indices of
perceptual distances. They have also proposed behavioural experiments to quantify these perceptual distances.
Human  subjects  are  asked  to  identify,  as  quickly  as  possible,  an  oddball  image  embedded  among  multiple
distractor images. The reciprocal of the search times for identifying the oddball is taken as a measure of perceptual
distance between the oddball and the distractor. Let us call such estimates as behavioural dissimilarity indices. In
this thesis, we describe a decision-theoretic model for visual search that suggests a connection between these two
notions of perceptual distances.
In the first part of the thesis, we model visual search as an active sequential hypothesis testing problem. Our
analysis suggests an appropriate neuronal dissimilarity index which correlates strongly with the reciprocal of search
times. We also consider a number of alternative possibilities such as relative entropy (Kullback-Leibler divergence),
the Chernoff entropy and the L1-distance associated with the neuronal firing rate profiles. We then come up with a
means  to  rank  the  various  neuronal  dissimilarity  indices  based  on  how  well  they  explain  the  behavioural
observations. Our proposed dissimilarity index does better than the other three, followed by  relative entropy, then
Chernoff entropy and then L1 distance.
In the second part of the thesis, we consider a scenario where the subject has to find an oddball image, but without
any prior knowledge of the oddball and distractor images. Equivalently, in the neuronal space, the task for the
decision maker is to find the image that elicits firing rates different from the others. Here, the decision maker has to
“learn” the underlying statistics and then make a decision on the oddball.   We model this scenario as one of
detecting an odd Poisson point process having a rate different from the common rate of the others. The revised
model suggests a new neuronal dissimilarity index. The new dissimilarity index is also strongly correlated with the
behavioural data. However, the new dissimilarity index performs worse than the dissimilarity index proposed in the
first part on existing  behavioural data. The degradation in performance may be attributed to the experimental setup
used for the current behavioural tasks, where search tasks associated with a given image pair were sequenced
one after  another, thereby possibly cueing the subject  about  the upcoming image pair, and thus violating the
assumption of this part on the lack of prior knowledge of the image pairs to the decision maker.
In conclusion, the thesis provides a framework for connecting the perceptual distances in the neuronal and the
behavioural spaces. Our framework can possibly be used to analyze the connection between the neuronal space
and the behavioural space for various other behavioural tasks.
